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1. **Title**: Si Terpa Daya Jiwa Will Become Public Policy  
   **Content**: Presentation of " Si Terpa Daya Jiwa " from Soedjarwadi Mental Hospital Central Java Province as Top 99 National Public Service Innovation Awards 2018 by Ganjar Pranowo Governor of Central Java in Ministry of Administrative and Bureaucratic Reform.  
   **Source**: Official Portal of Central Java Province  
   **Scope**: National Level  
   **Date of Publication**: July 12, 2018  

2. **Title**: "Si Terpa Daya Jiwa" passed Top Innovation  
   **Content**: Vice Governor of Central Java Taj Yasin Maimoen received Top 40 National Public Service Innovation Awards 2018 from Vice President of Indonesia Jusuf Kalla at the opening of the International Public Service Exhibition at Jakarta Convention Center, for the achievement of Soedjarwadi Mental Hospital Central Java Province through “Si Terpa Daya Jiwa” Innovation (Holistic Therapeutic System through Empowering People with Mental Disorders).  
   **Source**: ANTARA SUMBAR  
   **Scope**: National Level  
   **Date of Publication**: November 7, 2018  

3. **Title**: Ganjar Pranowo, Governor of Central Java appreciated “Si Terpa Daya Jiwa” from Soedjarwadi Mental Hospital Central Java Province  
   **Content**: Presentation of " Si Terpa Daya Jiwa " from Soedjarwadi Mental Hospital Central Java Province as Top 99 National Public Service Innovation Awards 2018 by Ganjar Pranowo Governor of Central Java in Ministry of Administrative and Bureaucratic Reform.  
   **Source**: ANTARA JATENG  
   **Scope**: National Level  
   **Date of Publication**: July 13, 2018  

4. **Title**: "Si Terpa Daya Jiwa" passed Top Innovation  
   **Content**: Vice Governor of Central Java Taj Yasin Maimoen received Top 40 National Public Service Innovation Awards 2018 from Vice President of Indonesia Jusuf Kalla at the opening of the International Public Service Exhibition at Jakarta Convention Center, for the achievement of Soedjarwadi Mental Hospital Central Java Province through “Si Terpa Daya Jiwa” Innovation (Holistic Therapeutic System through Empowering People with Mental Disorders).
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5. Title: Si Terpa Daya Jiwa, Innovation from Soedjarwadi Mental Hospital Central Java Will Empower People With Mental Disorders
Content: Presentation of "Si Terpa Daya Jiwa " from Soedjarwadi Mental Hospital Central Java Province as Top 99 National Public Service Innovation Awards 2018 by Ganjar Pranowo Governor of Central Java in Ministry of Administrative and Bureaucratic Reform.
Source: MINISTRY OF PUBLIC APPLICATION AND BUREAUCRATIC REFORM
Scope: National Level
Date of Publication: October 23, 2016
Link: Ctrl + click to follow link

6. Title: Ministry of Administrative and Bureaucratic Reform Announced Top 40 National Public Service Innovation Awards 2018
Content: Vice Governor of Central Java Taj Yasin Maimoen received Top 40 National Public Service Innovation Awards 2018 from Vice President of Indonesia Jusuf Kalla at the opening of the International Public Service Exhibition at Jakarta Convention Center, for the achievement of Soedjarwadi Mental Hospital Central Java Province through “Si Terpa Daya Jiwa” Innovation (Holistic Therapeutic System through Empowering People with Mental Disorders).
Source: MINISTRY OF PUBLIC APPLICATION AND BUREAUCRATIC REFORM
Scope: National Level
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https://menpan.go.id/site/berita-terkini/k-ministry-panrb-tapkan-top-40-inovasi-pelayanan-publik-2018

7. Title: This Program Makes 13 Mental Disorders Patients in Central Java Independent
Content: Vice Governor of Central Java Taj Yasin Maimoen received Top 40 National Public Service Innovation Awards 2018 from Vice President of Indonesia Jusuf Kalla at the opening of the International Public Service Exhibition at Jakarta Convention Center, for the achievement of Soedjarwadi Mental Hospital Central Java Province through “Si Terpa Daya Jiwa” Innovation (Holistic Therapeutic System through Empowering People with Mental Disorders).
Source: AFP
Scope: National Level
Date of Publication: November 7, 2018
Link: Ctrl + click to follow link
8. Title: “Si Terpa Daya Jiwa” from Soedjarwadi Mental Hospital Central Java Province Wins Top 99 National Public Service Innovation Awards 2018 from Ministry of Administrative and Bureaucratic Reform

Content: Vice Governor of Central Java Taj Yasin Maimoen received Top 99 National Public Service Innovation Awards 2018 from Administrative and Bureaucratic Reform Syafruddin at Surabaya Shangri-la Hotel, Wednesday September 19th, 2018

Source: The Ministry of Home Affairs
Scope: National Level
Date of Publication: 20 September 2018
Link: https://www.kemendagri.go.id/blog/28065-Si-Terpa-Daya-Jiwa-RSJD-Soedjarwadi-Jateng-Raih-Penghargaan-Top-99-Dari-Menpan-RB

9. Title: Ministry of Administrative and Bureaucratic Reform Release Top 40 Soedjarwadi Mental Hospital Central Java Province, Here Is The List

Content: "Si Terpa Daya Diwa" from Soedjarwadi Mental Hospital Central Java Province was assigned as Soedjarwadi Mental Hospital Central Java Province through the Decree of the Minister of Administrative and Bureaucratic Reform No. 636/2018

Source: Sindonews.com
Scope: National Level
Date of Publication: October 23, 2016

10. Title: By Innovation, This Mental Hospital Has Received Award from Minister of Administrative and Bureaucratic Reform

Content: Vice Governor of Central Java Taj Yasin Maimoen received Top 40 National Public Service Innovation Awards 2018 from Vice President of Indonesia Jusuf Kalla at the opening of the International Public Service Exhibition at Jakarta Convention Center, for the achievement of Soedjarwadi Mental Hospital Central Java Province through “Si Terpa Daya Jiwa” Innovation (Holistic Therapeutic System through Empowering People with Mental Disorders).
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